FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
EyeQ’s Perfectly Clear AI Automatic Photo Editing Can Now Be Seamlessly
Accessed by Kodak DP2 Users
Perfectly Clear® AI by EyeQ is now fully integrated into the DP2 workflow to allow labs
seamless access to professional-quality corrected imagery
Calgary, Alberta and Austin, Texas (February 15) – EyeQ Imaging Inc. (EyeQ)
announced today Perfectly Clear AI’s full integration into the Kodak Professional Digital
Print Production Software/DP2 (Kodak DP2). Kodak DP2 users can now access EyeQ’s
world-leading automatic image correction, Perfectly Clear AI, directly in the Kodak DP2
software. Users have the choice of submitting images through the cloud or process
them locally.
“It’s important to us for Perfectly Clear AI to be accessible anywhere, any way,” said
Brad Malcolm, EyeQ’s co-founder and CEO. “This new Kodak DP2 integration removes
the barrier to entry for this type of workflow. Accessing our patented technology no
longer requires leaving the DP2 software, a request we’ve had from many leading labs.”
Perfectly Clear AI technology automatically corrects more than 51 billion photos every
year for some of the top imaging companies around the world. Classic science and
artificial intelligence are used synergistically together to identify the contents of the
image, then apply a targeted correction accordingly. Retouching is also included as an
optional service.
“DP2 is the digital imaging backbone for professional labs, so we look for partnerships
to enhance that,” said Allan Ko, Director of Information Technology Department &
ECommerce at Sino Promise Group. “Speed and production are our number one goals,
so Perfectly Clear AI's proven automation fits right in."
For more information on Perfectly Clear AI and the Kodak DP2 integration, email EyeQ
at sales@eyeq.photos.
###
About EyeQ
EyeQ provides image and video enhancement solutions through its Perfectly Clear®
automatic image correction technology to leading photographers, printers and hardware
OEMs, automatically correcting more than 50.5 billion photos each year. The Company
is committed to creating patented innovative solutions that deliver automation, precision,
speed and consistent quality in their workflow. Year after year, the dedicated team of

physicists, engineers and photographers invest knowledge and time into providing
technology that makes photos and videos look stunning, automatically. Headquartered
in Calgary, Canada, EyeQ has offices in the United States, Mexico, Russia, Kyrgyzstan
and China. Visit https://eyeq.photos/business/ for more information.
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